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Abstract

Symmetric heavy-ion collisions are known to display an ‘extra-push’ effect. That is, the energy at which the s-wave transmission is 0.
nificantly higher than the nominal Coulomb barrier. Despite this, however, the capture cross section is still greatly enhanced below the
barrier. It is shown that this phenomenon can be simply explained in terms of entrance-channel effects which account for long-range
excitations.
 2005 Elsevier B.V.
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When reactions between intermediate-mass heavy ions
to non-fissile composite systems, the relationship between
cross sections for capture (passing over or penetrating thr
the Coulomb barrier), fusion (evolution to a compact equ
brated compound nucleus; CN) and evaporation residues
is straightforward. If fission is unimportant, all of the abo
cross sections are essentially equal:σcap = σfus = σER. Of
course it is well known that couplings to collective states of
target and projectile can lead to a distribution of Coulomb b
riers[1] but this does not in any way change the above relat
ship, any structure inσcap also being present inσER. To study
the effects of the entrance channel, one may simply measur
long-lived evaporation residues which recoil in a relatively n
row cone around the beam direction (dispersed by the emis
of neutrons, protons andα-particles from the CN). The resul
for intermediate-mass systems almost invariably show that
lective couplings increase the sub-barrier capture cross se
(see, for example, Ref.[1]).
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For heavier systems, other reactions mechanisms inter
and complicate the situation both experimentally and theo
ically. In particular, the composite system might not fuse
instead quickly separate into two fragments similar in mass
charge to the target and projectile (quasifission: QF). The
itself may also fission (fusion-fission: FF) rather than decay
to a long-lived residue through particle evaporation. For v
heavy systems the fission modes dominate and a complet
derstanding of the interplay between the various reaction m
anisms is especially important in heavy-element creation.

To measureσcap directly in the general case,σER, σQF and
σFF must all be measured (including the fragment angular
tributions) in order to obtainσcap. Though if quasifission is no
thought to be important, one could still try to obtain the c
ture cross section by measuring only the evaporation resid
and using an evaporation-model code that accounts for the
petition between fusion-fission and fusion-evaporation de
modes to reconstruct the capture cross section required t
produceσER. This was the aim of a series of experiments p
formed at GSI using projectiles and targets around mass
[2–5]. The interesting result is that the capture cross sect
obtained displayed a so-called extra-push effect. That is, th
ergy B̄ at which the deduced s-wave transmissionT0 was 0.5,
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could greatly exceed the barrier height predicted by pote
models such as that of Bass[6]. This in itself might be explained
by an internal barrier which must be crossed after passing
outer Coulomb barrier if fusion is to take place, and this co
be thought of as the conditional saddle point in the liquid-d
nuclear potential[7]. However, the data are not entirely co
sistent with such a description since, despite the shift of
T0 = 0.5 point to higher energies,σcap was still found, as for
lighter systems, to be strongly enhanced at energies well b
the Bass barrier. This enhancement was quantified by defi
a single (adiabatic) barrierBad which yielded the correct cros
section at the very lowest energies, and thus obtaining an ov
width of the barrier distributionD∞ = B̄ −Bad. For the system
100Mo + 100Mo, for example, it was found thatD∞ ≈ 20 MeV.

The authors of Ref.[2] tried to fit their data with an entrance
channel model using the simplified coupled-channels c
CCFUS [8] with couplings to the known quadrupole- a
octupole-phonon states of target and projectile. They found
in general such calculations could account for only about
half of D∞. The main aim of the present Letter is to show t
more complete coupled-channels calculations are in fact c
ble of fittingD∞ rather well, and also yielding the correct sha
of the capture cross section (assumed by Quint et al. to
from a Gaussian barrier distribution: seeFig. 2). An important
ingredient missing from the earlier calculations will be sho
to be the long-range Coulomb couplings which polarise the
get and projectile well before the Coulomb barrier is reach
The role of multi-phonon excitations is also important.

The points inFig. 1 show both on a logarithmic scale an
a linear scale the deduced experimental s-wave transmissi
a function of the incident energyEcm for the system100Mo +
100Mo. They were derived by assuming a Gaussian barrier
tribution with a centroidB and standard deviation∆ and vary-
ing these parameters until the fusion-evaporation-model c
HIVAP [9] reproduced the evaporation-residue cross sec
The experimental values ofT0 are then obtained through

(1)T
exp
0 = T

theory
0

σ
exp
ER

σHIVAP
ER

.

This is a very good way to represent the data, since the qua
T0 is directly related to the entrance-channel dynamics. H
ever it should be stressed that the experimentalT0 are not true
experimental data. They depend not only onB and∆ but also
on the parameters entering into the HIVAP calculation. T
leads to certain ambiguities for some system, a point to w
we shall return later. For the moment we accept these num
at face value and attempt to fit them with calculations using
program CCFULL[11], again using known phonon states
100Mo.

This nucleus has strong quadrupole- and octupole-pho
states lying at relatively low excitation energies and we s
use the adopted empirical values of these energies an
corresponding deformation parameters:E(2+) = 0.536 MeV,
β2 = 0.21; E(3−) = 1.908 MeV, β3 = 0.17 [12]. The only
other parameters entering our calculations are the no-cou
barrier heightBnc, which we shall vary to fit the data, and th
l
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Fig. 1. ExperimentalT0 compared with various CCFULL calculations with di
ferent numbers of phonon excitations. See text for details. Arrows indicat
average barrier̄B and the adiabatic barrierBad, whose difference givesD∞.
Parts (a) and (b) show same curves but on logarithmic and linear scales.

diffusivity of the nuclear potential for which we take a stand
value ofa = 0.6 fm.

The dashed curves inFig. 1(a), (b) show the no-coupling re
sult, which is seen to greatly underestimateT0 at low energies
The other curves show calculations including various pho
couplings[Nquad,Noct]. The symmetry of the present syste
allows us to use a simple theoretical trick to reduce the num
of channels in a given calculation. For example, the calc
tion with one quadrupole phonon in both target and projec
along with the mutual excitation can be exactly treated as a
channel calculation with renormalised couplings. The detai
this method will be presented elsewhere[10]. Thus the calcu-
lation labelled[4,2] means two quadrupole-phonon excitatio
and one octupole excitation in each nucleus along with all p
sible mutual excitations. It is clearly seen that as the comple
of the coupling increases, the theoretical results converge t
experimental curve both at high energies (see linear scale
low energies (logarithmic scale). The final calculation[4,2],
however, still slightly underpredictsT0 at the very lowest ener
gies, and it might be asked why we do not pursue this wi
[4,4] calculation.

The problem here is that the full coupled-channels calc
tions become numerically unstable at low energies if too m
channels are included. The reason is that we are essentia
tegrating the Schroedinger equation at energies around 30
under the highest effective barrier, and the energies losses d
couplings to the phonon states further reduce the kinetic en
of the relative motion. This problem increases with the num
of phonon channels and the program breaks down at the lo
energies. However, the problem may be overcome to som
tent by reducing the width of the Coulomb barrier, and this
be achieved by decreasing the diffusivitya. In Fig. 2 we show
the results of calculations usinga = 0.2 fm. We should stres
that we do not believe such a low value of the diffusivity b
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Fig. 2. Usinga = 0.2 fm permits the[4,4] calculation with both double quadru
pole- and octupole-phonon excitations. Note that the calculations have virt
converged, with a new lowest barrier emerging but with very small weight.
dashed curve in (b) is the Gaussian barrier distribution of Ref.[2].

only use it as a means of seeing the effect of the higher pho
couplings in the[4,4] calculation. However, the use ofa = 0.2
changes rather little the barrier positions. Its main effect i
decrease the rate at which the cross section falls off below
Coulomb barrier. But since the cross section at low energie
dominated by the lowest barriers, this effect is only signific
below the very lowest (adiabatic) barrier.

We show again inFig. 2(a) the calculations with the sam
coupling schemes as inFig. 1, and note that the inclusion o
the double-octupole phonon shifts the low-energy cross se
down by about a further 2 MeV. We would, of course, obt
a similar shift with the more physical value ofa = 0.6 fm in
Fig. 1(a) if it were possible to do this calculation. We do not
sist too much on this fine detail of the problem since, as alre
noted, there are ambiguities stemming from the HIVAP calc
tion. We have also ignored other possible coupling effects s
as neutron-transfer channels, though these will always hav
favourableQ values for symmetric systems.Fig. 2(b) shows
the derivative ofT0 with respect to the incident energy for th
[4,2] and[4,4] calculations. It is well known that this gives th
distribution of barriersD(E) [13], and it can be seen that the
is little difference between the two distributions except for
presence of a lower adiabatic barrier with very small wei
(barely visible on this scale) in the latter case. We can, th
fore, conclude that the calculations have essentially conver
This is reassuring since the need to introduce higher pho
states might be somewhat dubious. We note that the adia
barrier of our calculations is not the same as that of Quint e
which has a weight of 1 and is supposed simply to reproducT0
at lowE.

The calculations that we have presented show the im
tance of higher phonon couplings not included in the CCF
calculations of Ref.[2]. There is, however, another very impo
tant difference which introduces new physics into the bar
distribution, and which we shall now elaborate.
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Fig. 3. The[4,4] CCFULL calculation compared with a[4,4] calculation in the
spirit of CCFUS. See text for details. Note that the latter calculation does
produce a shift of theT0 = 0.5 point, whereas the CCFULL calculation gives
shift of about 10 MeV due to the higher weights of the high-E barriers.

In CCFUS, everything is essentially determined in
barrier region, and the barrier heights and weights obta
through the diagonalisation of the coupling matrix (includ
excitation energies) at the barrier radius. This is probably a
sonable approximation for the short-ranged nuclear field
will fail for heavy systems where the Coulomb field plays
important role at large distances. In order to simulate a CCF
type model but still include all of the nuclear[4,4] couplings,
we performed a calculation in which the Coulomb deform
tion parameters were set to zero. However, this will also cha
the barrier heights, since the deformed Coulomb field is
negligible at the barrier. In order to correct for this, we ren
malised the nuclear deformation parameters (this is pos
since the same geometrical factors appear in both couplin
The results for the relevant barrier distributions are show
Fig. 3. One sees that the barriers occur at almost exactly
same positions in the two calculations but that in the co
plete calculation the weights are greatly shifted towards
high-energy barriers, due to the Coulomb couplings at la
distances. In effect, the Coulomb field favours the linear su
position of states which lowers its own energy. Since it has
opposite sign from the nuclear field, this configuration is p
cisely that which minimises the nuclear forces, that is, the
corresponding to thehighest barrier. In other words, the nucle
are polarised in the entrance channel to disfavour the lower
riers. The effect leads to an overall shift of the barrier centr
of around 10 MeV, even though the individual barrier positio
remain unchanged. (TheT0 = 0.5 point of the CCFUS-type ca
culation is essentially unshifted.) SinceD∞ in the present cas
is about 20 MeV, this gives the factor of around 2 which w
missing fromD∞ in the calculations of Quint et al.

We believe that similar considerations apply to the work
Berdichevsky et al.[15] who used a single-particle model
approximately derive the barrier splittings but without doin
full calculation of the scattering. (They rather compared th
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spread of barriers with the∆ of Ref. [2].) Such a model may
give a reasonable spread of barriers but it is important to h
the relevant correlations which render the nuclear states co
tive in order to get the correct reaction dynamics and the co
shape ofT0.

We have obtained an excellent fit to the proposed shap
the capture cross section with physically reasonable para
ters. However, we should now return to the question of w
is the appropriate uncoupled barrier height. Do our calc
tions retrieve the Bass barrier? The answer to this questio
no. Our uncoupled barrier is 201.7 MeV and the Bass ba
195.2 MeV. That is we still need an uncoupled barrier 6.5 M
higher thanBBass(previously 12.2 MeV[2]) and we should as
why this is so. There are various possible explanations for
including:

• The Bass potential contains a factorR1 R2/(R1 + R2)

which accounts for the curvature of the two nuclear s
faces. This factor is largest for symmetric systems and
simply over-estimate the potential for such reactions,
ing too low a barrier.

• The Bass potential parameters are fitted to experime
data, which necessarily contain all possible couplings.
known that high-lying phonon states shift the barrier c
troid to lower energies[14]. Thus the uncoupled barrie
should probably be taken to be higher than the Bass
rier if one accounts for the couplings explicitly, as we
here.

We should not, however, forget the ambiguities in mapp
from σER to σcap. These come both from ambiguities in t
statistical-model parameters and from the complete negle
the QF process, and in this context it is interesting to lo
at other symmetric systems.Fig. 4 shows our fits to the sys
tems 90Zr + 90Zr [3] and 100Mo + 110Pd [2]. These will be
discussed in detail elsewhere[10]. Here we note simply tha
the barrier shift we require for90Zr + 90Zr is 4.1 MeV, simi-
lar to that for100Mo + 100Mo, but for 100Mo + 110Pd we re-
quire a shift of 15 MeV (previously 29.0 MeV), which does n
seem consistent with the other systems. However, it has
pointed out[2,3] that if one performs the HIVAP calculation
with a smaller shell-damping parameter (the energy range
which shell effects are smeared out) different solutions for
Gaussian parameters (hence differentT0) are possible. The ef
fects are relatively small for90Zr + 90Zr and100Mo + 100Mo,
changing∆ rather little but movingB̄ down to make our un
coupled barrier rather closer to the Bass value. However
the system100Mo + 110Pd (where the ratioσER/σcap is much
smaller andσQF may also be more important) the effect is mu
larger, giving a shift down of around 8 MeV but still leaving t
uncoupled barrier around 7 MeV higher thanBBass.

The ambiguities here are sufficiently important to me
further experimental investigation. The most pertinent cas
100Mo+ 110Pd, and the ambiguity could be resolved by a dir
measurement ofσcap for this system, as discussed at the
ginning of this Letter. It might, however, be simpler to expl
unitarity and obtain the capture barrier distribution from
e
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Fig. 4. CCFULL fits to two different systems. Large ambiguities exist in
experimental curve for the heavier one. See text.

large-angle quasielastic flux scattered back from the Coul
barriers[16–18].
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